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“Objectives and assessments should serve as bookends of a lesson before the meat and potatoes 
are filled in.” 
- Christine, IMSA Professional Field Services 
 
Agenda 
1. Dear Data/Interviewing 
a. Viewing (10) 
b. Discussion (5)  
2. Dear Data practice Interviews (10) 
3. Project Groups (20) 
a. Interview Fair Reflection → Finalize topic (10) 
b. Begin specific background research (10) 
4. Spotting Spin (Media Bias) (15-20 minutes) 
5. What Would Willie Say (Credible Websites) (20-30 minutes) 
 
Activities 
Dear Data Presentation/Discussion (15 minutes)  
Purpose:  
To give students a chance to share their Dear Data with others as well as reflect on the Dear Data 
experience 
Materials:  
Dear Data projects 
Directions:  
 Have the students place their Dear Data projects on the tables in the classroom. Give the students 
ten minutes to view each other’s projects before calling the class together for a discussion.  
Discussion: 
1. What were examples of Dear Data that were done well? Doesn’t have to be by name, but have 
them display good examples to the whole class and point out positive aspects 
2. What did you like/dislike about your own Dear Data?  Did they like their topic, was it 
fun/engaging, did they have an easy/hard time creating visualizations, etc.  
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3. What would you change about Dear Data if you had to do it again?  
a. Would it be a different topic? 
b. Different approach? 
c. Different type of visualization? 
 
 
Dear Data Practice Interviews (10 minutes) 
Purpose:  
 To give students a chance to practice and utilize the interviewing skills and techniques they 
learned in the previous 35 minutes on something they are confident and familiar with. 
Materials:  
Dear Data Projects 
Directions:  
Have students pair up, and give them 60 seconds to come up with 2-3 interview questions about 
the other student’s Dear Data. Then, give one student 2 minutes to interview the other student 
about their Dear Data, having them focus on good interviewing body language and good tone of 
voice during that time. Then give the student being interviewed time to give feedback to the 
student conducting the interview, and have them switch places. 
Discussion: 
4. How did you feel about the interviews? Confident? Shaky? 
5. What more would you like to discuss in terms of future interviews? 
6. Where could you use these skills outside of LEAD? Outside of job interviews? 
 
Spotting Spin (15-20 min) 
Purpose:  
To give students a tangible example of bias in news media and to begin a discussion on the goals 
of journalism, the feasibility of true objectivity, the ethics of incorporating opinion into published 
news, and other important related topics. 
Materials:  
The definition of spin: a form of propaganda, achieved through providing a biased interpretation 
of an event or campaigning to persuade public opinion in favor or against some organization or 
public figure. 
Video - MSNBC vs Fox’s coverage of a Michelle Obama speech (1-2 min video) 
Article - What political affiliation does facebook think you have 
Blue Feed vs Red Feed - WSJ tool to simulate facebook feeds targeting liberal vs 
conservative individuals. 
Directions:  
First, explain to students the concept of spin in news media, then show the video as an example. 
Preface the video with that we aren’t looking to demonize either organization, only to look at 
examples of spin in order to talk about ethics and implications. After the video, enter into 
discussion questions 1-5 but continue as long as students want to keep talking about the topic.  
Next, pull up the instructions document so students can find what Facebook thinks their personal 
political views are. Once all students get to it, pull up the red feed vs the blue feed so they can see 
just how differently facebook gives news to conservatives and liberals and compare and contrast 
with the news that they usually see. Continue with the rest of the of discussion questions. 
Discussion: 
 Pt. 1 
1. What should the goal of journalism be? Does the video meet this goal? 
2. Is true objectivity in journalism even possible? 
3. How should news media balance slant for entertainment, and the boring facts? 
4. Is it ethical for news organizations to blatantly cater to certain groups’ ideas?  
5. What are some of the outcomes of slanted news passing itself off as objective? 
 Pt. 2 
6. How can you, personally, deal with the abundance of slanted news in order to get the most 
accurate understanding of a situation, and how can you deal with being targeted with news that 
you subconsciously agree with? 
7. Is facebook using your political preferences to advertise news media you already agree with 
ethical? 
8. What are the implications of this practice on a large scale? How do you think it affected this 
election? 
9. How do you feel about Facebook cherry picking what you see with its algorithms? 
 
What Would Wille Say? (15-20 minutes) 
Purpose:  
Students will be able to distinguish between credible and non-credible websites.  
Materials:  
Computers 
Directions:  
1. Divide students into groups of three or four and have each group choose a research topic. 
2. Have each group find two credible websites and one uncredible, ~BAD~ website. Make sure to 
express that the students should try to find less obvious uncredible sources so as to fool the class. 
3. Have each group present their three websites to the class. The class will try to guess which of the 
three is unreliable. 
4. If the group is able to fool the class, they win! (this is to deter people from just using BuzzFeed or 
something) 
Discussion: 
1. How can you tell the difference between a credible and non-credible website? What are visual 
cues? 
a. At a glance characteristics? Colors, formatting, ads, domain? 
b. More subtle differences? Citations, author? 
2. Why would citing a non-credible website hurt your data journalism article? 
 
 
 
Crowd Sourced Sophs Survey 
https://goo.gl/forms/N6DFf7YH4ME8wKH62 
